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complex brains, recognize themselves in 
the mirror, use tools, have ‘names’, display 
some linguistic competences [Marino, 
2004], and have self-awareness [Herman, 
2012]. Due to these observations, some sci-
entists even demand that dolphins no lon-
ger be kept in captivity [Marino and 
Frohoff, 2011]. These arguments have a po-
litical impact and countries like India have 
decided that ‘cetaceans ... should be seen as 
“nonhuman persons” and as such should 
have their own specific rights’. But how 
strong is the scientific evidence for the cog-
nitive exceptionality of dolphins? Manger 
and colleagues extensively reanalyzed the 
cortical [Manger, 2006] and hippocampal 
neuroanatomy of cetecea [Patzke et al., 
2013] and came to radically different con-
clusions. In the last issue of  Neuroscience,  
Manger [2013] also reviews the dolphin 
cognition literature and draws a quite so-
bering conclusion. But is his critique justi-
fied or does he throw the baby out with the 
bathwater?

  Before going into the details, a relevant 
specification of the battlefield seems to be 
in order. Manger [2013] refers to ‘ceta-
ceans’ in the title of his paper but the vast 
majority of references of behavioral studies 
are to bottlenose dolphins. The order of 
Cetacea contains two suborders: Mysticeti 
(baleen whales) and Odontoceti (toothed 

 In 1969, Hodos and Campbell [1969] 
published a landmark paper with the title 
‘Scala naturae: why there is no theory in 
comparative psychology’. In it, the authors 
argued that many comparative psycholo-
gists of their time followed the concept of a 
continuous cognitive phylogenetic scale 
with diverse species ranked according to 
increasing levels of intelligence. This con-
cept mostly rested on arbitrarily chosen be-
havioral tests whose outcomes were used to 
create ranks like ‘goldfish – pigeon – rat – 
cat – monkey – human’. Although these 
rankings seemed to have some face validity, 
this approach was full of problems and was 
in its essence unscientific. The most impor-
tant problem was that slight changes in the 
experimental procedure could importantly 
alter the ranking, demonstrating that not 
cognitive but rather perceptual, motoric, or 
motivational limitations had determined 
the outcome. The paper of Hodos and 
Campbell [1969] marks the end of the sci-
entific search for a general ‘nonhuman IQ’. 

  Only for dolphins and chimps do some 
scientists still argue that there is sufficient 
evidence for their overall cognitive superi-
ority to the extent that these species should 
be set apart from other nonhuman animals. 
In the case of dolphins, their arguments are 
usually two-fold: bottlenose dolphins (and 
other cetacean species) have very large and 
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whales; dolphins are members of this sub-
order). In absolute terms, cetaceans have 
mostly large to very large brains with brain 
weights ranging between 164 and 7,181 g 
[Manger, 2006]. But the picture changes 
completely when looking at relative brain 
size (the brain weight proportional to the 
body weight) or the encephalization quo-
tient (EQ; the relative brain weight of an 
animal compared to a baseline of relative 
brain weights of comparable species). The 
EQ of humans is slightly more than 7 and 
thus our brain is more than 7 times as large 
as expected for our mammalian body size 
[Jerison, 1973]. The EQ of cetaceans is ex-
tremely high for some Odontoceti like 
rough-toothed dolphins (EQ 4.95) [Mari-
no, 2007] and extremely low for some Mys-
ticeti like blue whales (EQ 0.16) [Manager, 
2006]. The EQ was introduced by Jerison 
[1973] as a possible neural proxy for cogni-
tive capacity. If we take the EQ seriously, 
we should abandon discussions on ceta-
cean cognition in an overall manner since 
there is hardly any order of animals in 
which the EQ varies so widely. However, if 
we stick to absolute brain size, we also have 
to seriously discuss animals like elephants 
or pinnipeds [Manger et al., 2013]. Despite 
these inconsistencies, advocates [Marino et 
al., 2007] and critics [Manger, 2013] of the 
assumption of the superiority of ‘cetacean 
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cognition’ discuss them as a whole group. 
To avoid confusions of this kind, I will only 
discuss the cognition of the bottlenose dol-
phin, the species that was studied the most. 
Manger [2013] critically discusses close to 
20 cognitive functions that range from 
awareness to vocal imitation. I will discuss 
just 4 of these faculties before trying a more 
general conclusion.

  Learning Artificial Means of 

Communication 

 Dolphins live in a primarily acoustic 
world and use a variety of auditory signals 
for communication [Janik, 2013]. They use 
learned vocal labels to address each other 
[King and Janik, 2013], exchange signature 
whistles when meeting [Quick and Janik, 
2012], and use their learned whistles in 
matching interactions in which an individ-
ual responds to a whistle of a conspecific by 
emitting the same whistle type [Janik, 
2000]. Studies in captivity have even re-
vealed a certain understanding of syntactic 
properties in sequences of sounds and ges-
tures. Especially Louis Herman made an 
impressive scientific lifetime achievement 
in demonstrating that dolphins under-
stand referential pointing [Herman et al., 
1999], report the presence or absence of 
objects [Herman and Forestell, 1985], and 
understand imperative ‘sentences’ deliv-
ered in either acoustic or gestural format 
[Herman et al., 1984]. These ‘sentences’ 
consisted of units that represented objects, 
actions, agents, and modifiers. They could 
be combined by rules such that hundreds 
of different complex commands could be 
produced. Dolphins also seem to under-
stand the identity of humans and their TV 
representations since they also followed 
gestures from video displays, although with 
some constraints [Herman et al., 1990].

  These cognitive achievements are cer-
tainly highly impressive. But, as pointed 
out by Manger [2013], similar results could 
also be obtained from other species. Both 
chimpanzees [Premack, 1976] and bono-
bos [Savage-Rumbaugh et al., 1993] can 
learn and combine large numbers of sym-
bols or gestures that stand for objects and 
actions. Chimpanzees produce functional-
ly referential vocalizations which encode 
sufficient information about objects to al-
low conspecifics to respond accordingly 
[Slocombe and Zuberbühler, 2005]. Also a 
California sea lion quickly learned equiva-
lence classes between symbols as a possible 

means for referential communication 
[Schusterman and Kastak, 1998]. Some 
dogs can not only learn the names of more 
than 200 different toys but also acquire new 
names by exclusion such that the dog at-
tends to a new toy when hearing a novel 
word [Kaminski et al., 2004]. However, 
there is no evidence that dogs acquire syn-
tactic rules. Also some parrots label and ad-
dress conspecifics and the receivers pri-
marily respond to calls that address them-
selves [Wanker et al., 2005; Balsby et al., 
2012]. This is similar to the usage of whis-
tles by dolphins to address other individu-
als [Janik, 2013; King and Janik, 2013]. 
Alex, possibly the most famous parrot ever, 
not only learned English words to referen-
tially label many objects and their colors 
but also used short phrases and understood 
that the same object could be defined by 
material, color, shape, and object name 
[Pepperberg, 1999]. These data demon-
strate that the ability to learn and to com-
bine a large number of referential symbols 
and use them with a small set of syntactic 
rules [Kako, 1999] is within the reach of 
several nonhuman animals from the avian 
and mammalian classes. Bottlenose dol-
phins are not alone.

  Mirror Self-Recognition 

 The claim of mirror-self-recognition in 
bottlenose dolphins [Reiss and Marino, 
2001] was a turning point for discussions 
on dolphin cognition. Indeed, since the ini-
tial studies of Gallup [1970] in chimpan-
zees, the ‘mark and mirror test’ has been 
used as an indicator of self-recognition or 
even consciousness [Gallup, 1982]. It is 
therefore unfortunate that the study of
Reiss and Marino [2001] has several short-
comings such that firm conclusions are dif-
ficult to draw. Harley [2013] listed them in 
length even before Manger [2013]. I will 
therefore only shortly summarize the main 
problems. The authors conducted two 
studies. In the first, one dolphin was 
marked, sham-marked, or not marked 
(control). Subsequently, the time spent 
with mark/sham-mark-directed behaviors 
in front of a reflective surface was mea-
sured. Unfortunately, in addition to the 
mirror, several walls with different degrees 
of reflective properties were available. Al-
though the animal spent more time in front 
of the mirror when being marked, it also 
started to spend increasingly more time be-
fore the mirror in the sham-mark condi-

tion after real marking trials had started. 
Thus, the control condition did not work 
properly. Due to these problems, the au-
thors conducted a second study with two 
dolphins that had access to a smaller pool 
with one mirror as the sole reflective sur-
face. Only the results of one dolphin are 
provided in detail; the results of the second 
one are shortly summarized. It is reported 
that this first animal swam especially fast 
towards the mirror location and spent 
more time there when being marked. This 
could indicate that the dolphin recognized 
itself and therefore tried to inspect the 
mark on its body. However, the depicted 
data pattern makes it likely that this overall 
effect was mostly due to higher mark-asso-
ciated stays in the mirror location when the 
mirror was covered or even absent! In ad-
dition, critical testing of self-recognition 
requires that, during the availability of a 
visible mirror, significantly more mark-re-
lated behaviors be shown compared to a 
sham-marked condition. This was not test-
ed. Manger [2013] in addition remarks, 
that due to the low acuity of dolphins, they 
should barely be able to see the marks. 
However, it is conceivable that the marks 
become more salient when the animal 
swims due to a form-from-motion effect. 

  The study of Reiss and Marino [2001] 
collected several intriguing hints for dol-
phin self-recognition but fell short of mak-
ing a truly convincing case. Even if it had, 
we now know that, besides in humans, mir-
ror-self-recognition has been shown not 
only in apes [Gallup, 1970; Lethmate and 
Dücker, 1973; Walraven et al., 1995] but 
also in Asian elephants [Plotnik et al., 2006] 
and magpies [Prior et al., 2008]. Thus, 
again several nonhuman animals from the 
avian and mammalian classes would reach 
this cognitive ability, with the bottlenose 
dolphin just being one of them.  

 Numerical Concepts 

 A very large number of animals can use 
numerosity, making it possible that nu-
merical discrimination is a fundamental 
faculty of most animals [Dehaene, 1997]. 
Not surprisingly, dolphins have also been 
shown to solve discriminations based on 
numerosity [Kilian et al., 2003]. In a recent 
study, Yaman et al. [2012] went one step 
further and tested if bottlenose dolphins 
understand numerosity in an abstract way 
such that they understand that two given 
quantities can flexibly be integrated into a 
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continuum of ‘few’ versus ‘many’. To show 
this, the authors trained one dolphin to al-
ways choose the larger quantity of two di-
verse numerosities. Then, reversal training 
on a small subset of stimuli was conducted 
in which the dolphin had to choose the 
smaller quantity. After this training, the 
subject immediately started to choose the 
smaller quantities in novel and unrein-
forced combinations of other objects, 
showing that it had transferred the rule to 
new numerosity combinations. Manger 
[2013] posits that reversal learning was 
slow; he concludes that we should therefore 
doubt the conclusion about the cognitive 
flexibility of the dolphin in this task. But 
here he misses the point. It is not the length 
of the reversal training which is relevant (it 
often takes long) but rather the ability of 
the animal to directly generalize the re-
versed condition to subsequent new exam-
ples. This was given at a high level. 

  Again, we have an impressive cognitive 
feature in dolphins that resembles the re-
sults of another dolphin study in which the 
animals could categorize ‘same’ versus ‘dif-
ferent’ for different visual objects in an ab-
stract manner [Mercado et al., 2000]. How-
ever, numerical competence at a level simi-
lar to that of the bottlenose dolphin has 
previously also been shown for chimps and 
grey parrots [Matsuzawa, 1985; Pepper-
berg, 1987]. 

  Tool Use 

 In a population of dolphins in Shark 
Bay (Western Australia) a subgroup of an-
imals plucks marine sponges from the sea-
floor and wears them over their rostra. 
They seem to use these sponges to probe 
the substrate for food [Krützen et al., 2005]. 
Sponging is biased to females, is transmit-

ted in a matrilinial fashion, and does not 
seem to provide any obvious advantage to 
the sponging individual [Mann et al., 
2008]. River dolphins in South America are 
also seen to sometimes carry sticks and 
clumps of grass, possibly as sexual displays 
[Martin et al., 2008]. Compared with these 
rather modest achievements, especially 
primates, parrots, and corvids show much 
more complex examples of tool use both in 
the wild and in the lab [McGrew, 2013]. To 
place this in the correct context, it is impor-
tant to stress that many animals use tools, 
but only few make them to obtain food or 
use them as a weapon. In addition, the real 
cognitive challenge is not only to make 
tools but also to flexibly alter the sequence 
of actions during production or usage 
when being faced with novel challenges 
[Shumaker et al., 2011]. Up to now, only 
some primate [Fragaszy et al., 2013], par-
rot, and corvid species [Auersperg et al., 
2011] have been shown to fulfill all of these 
criteria.

  Is Dolphin Cognition Special?  

 The answer to this question is very clear 
and it is both ‘no’ and ‘yes’. No, dolphin 
cognition is not exceptional since there is 
not a single achievement that has not also 
been shown in several other species. In 
some areas like learning of communicative 
signals, the data obtained in dolphins con-
stitute one of the most remarkable exam-
ples of animal cognition [Herman et al., 
1984]. In other areas like tool use, the cog-
nitive abilities of dolphins are less out-
standing or even modest when compared 
to those of primates, parrots, and corvids. 
Even a final proof for mirror self-recogni-
tion would not grant exceptionality to dol-
phins since they still would find themselves 

accompanied by apes, elephants, and mag-
pies. However, in all major areas of com-
parative cognitive science dolphins have 
been shown to achieve fast learning, high 
flexibility, and a swift transfer of learned 
knowledge to new contingencies. So, dol-
phins are in many respects cognitive gener-
alists, performing at an overall high level. 
We can conclude that the evolution of high 
cognitive skills has independently taken 
place in the suborder of Odontoceti, some 
members of the orders of Psittaciformes 
(parrots), the family of Corvidae, and the 
family of Hominidae. There seem to be 
many different routes to intelligence and 
possibly we have to add more groups of an-
imals over the next decades.

  Working in the field of animal behavior 
requires us to keep an emotional distance 
from the species that we study, even though 
this animal may be fascinating. Sometimes 
this distance is difficult to keep and scien-
tists can draw unfounded conclusions 
about the cognitive exceptionality of some 
species. At this point, critics like Herbert 
Terrace [Terrace et al., 1979] in the field of 
chimp language, David Povinelli [Penn 
and Povinelli, 2007] for ape causal cogni-
tion, and Paul Manger [2013] on dolphin 
cognition play a very important role as ad-
vocatus diaboli for their field. They may 
sometimes overshoot with their critical in-
terpretations, but without them we might 
be too easily swept away into an area where 
science and public expectations come too 
close. 
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